July Movies
American pilot Barry
Seal is recruited by
the CIA to become a
drug runner in a
secret operation and
eventually goes to
work for a drug cartel
in South America.

Legendary actor Paul
Newman and Academy
Award nominee Tom
Cruise ignite the
screen in this
powerful drama.
Brilliantly directed by
Martin Scorsese,
Newman re-creates
one of his most
memorable roles from
The Hustler. As Fast
Eddie Felson, he still
believes that "money
won is twice as sweet
as money earned." To
prove his point, he
forms a profitable,
yet volatile,
partnership with
Vince (Cruise), a
young pool hustler
with a sexy,
tough-talking
girlfriend. But when
Vince's flashy
arrogance leads to
more than a few lost
matches - all bets are
off between Eddie
and him

Race car driver Cole
Trickle (Tom Cruise)
teams with a
legendary crew chief
(Robert Duvall) to
race at the Daytona
500. A fiery crash
nearly ends his career
and he must turn to a
beautiful doctor
(Nicole Kidman) to
regain his nerve to
race, to win and to
live.

Jim Bennett is an
English professor
leading a secret
double life as a
high-stakes gambler.
When Jim is forced
to borrow from a
notorious gangster,
he places the lives of
those he loves in
mortal danger, and
with time running out,
he must enter the
criminal underworld
and risk everything to

keep from losing it all.
A divorced West
Texas dad and his
ex-con brother
resort to a desperate
money making scheme
in order to save their
family's farm from
foreclosure.

Master documentary
filmmaker Raoul Peck
envisions the book
James Baldwin never
finished. The result is
a radical,
up-to-the-minute
examination of race in
America, using
Baldwin's original
words and a flood of
rich archival material.
A journey into black
history that connects
the past of the Civil
Rights movement to
the present of
#BlackLivesMatter.

Follows the Dutton
family, led by John
Dutton, who controls
the largest
contiguous ranch in
the United States,
under constant attack
by those it
borders--land
developers, an Indian
reservation, and
America's first
National Park. It is an
intense study of a
violent world far from
media
scrutiny--where land
grabs make
developers billions,
and politicians are
bought and sold by
the world's largest oil
and lumber
corporations. Where
drinking water
poisoned by fracking
wells and unsolved
murders are not
news: they are a

Amid shifting
alliances, unsolved
murders, open
wounds, and
hard-earned respect,
Dutton family
patriarch John
Dutton is determined
to protect his ranch
and his family's
legacy by any means
necessary.

consequence of living
in the new frontier.
It is the best and
worst of America
seen through the
eyes of a family that
represents both.

